
Retailer speeds route to
market with Cloud
Technologies
Capgemini supports prestigious retail brand’s move to
Amazon Web Services

Outsourcing Services - Case Study the way we do it

The Situation
In the fast-changing retail sector the
launch of new products and services
demands the rapid deployment of
new applications enabled by an agile
technology environment.

Technology had become a critical
business enabler for Capgemini’s
client, a major fashion retailer with a
prestigious, globally recognised brand
name. The retailer had existing and
future marketing strategies built on
Web 2.0, social media and
collaboration. Indeed, its social
networking Facebook group
numbered over 650,000 members and
the company wanted to continue
expanding its digital media strategies
with accelerated plans for the launch
of more social and collaborative Web
areas.

With marketing teams sourcing their
own developers and external hosting
providers to meet this need, IT costs
were rising. The IT team recognised
the opportunity to tactically improve
services and costs and enable a
consistent future strategy.  The team
identified Cloud-based technologies as
a way to reduce application lifecycle
costs and complexity with a
consolidated Cloud platform capable
of supporting diverse business
marketing needs.

The Solution
The retailer turned to its proven IT
partner Capgemini to translate this
strategy into practical reality. Close
collaboration between the two
organisations resulted in a solution
built on an extensible architecture,
flexible to meet future applications
and business requirements. Amazon
Web Services (AWS) was selected as
the Cloud platform, based on its
granular cost model, service options
and flexibility.

The Result
Faster speed to market: shorter
project development cycles, scalability
and significant cost reduction of
services are just three of the many
benefits accruing to the high-end
retailer.

How a Leading Retail Brand and
Capgemini Worked Together
The retailer’s marketing teams had
ambitious timescales for the launch of
their campaigns that IT had to keep
up with. One Facebook-based
campaign in particular was imminent
when Capgemini was engaged.
Capgemini immediately set up a
Cloud capabilities workshop with the
retailer utilising Capgemini’s Cloud
Strategy and Architecture services.
This set out to define the art of the
possible and assess the different Cloud
technologies available, including
Amazon, Google and Microsoft,
clarifying where they could bring
value to the retailer’s immediate and
longer term needs. 
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Capgemini, one of the world’s
foremost providers of consulting,
technology and outsourcing services,
enables its clients to transform and
perform through technologies.

Capgemini provides its clients with
insights and capabilities that boost their
freedom to achieve superior results
through a unique way of working - the
Collaborative Business ExperienceTM.
The Group relies on its global delivery
model and through a global delivery
model called Rightshore®, which aims
to get the right balance of the best
talent from multiple locations, working
as one team to create and deliver the
optimum solution for clients. Present in
more than 30 countries, Capgemini
reported 2008 global revenues of EUR
8.7 billion and employs over 92,000
people worldwide.

More information is available at
www.capgemini.com

  About Capgemini 
and the Collaborative
Business Experience

This highly collaborative process also
confirmed the functional and non-
functional requirement of the business
for the impending marketing
campaign. Capgemini architected and
design a future-proofed platform for
internet/extranet applications based
on Cloud technologies, together with
an effective plan for its rapid
implementation.

It was clear from the collaborative
workshops that the solution had to be
resilient, secure, scalable in terms of
users and expandable to
accommodate new applications as the
use of services grows.

The full scope of the project covered:

� Development environment for test
and demonstration

� Full production environment for
hosting new applications and
accommodating expansion as
required

� Underlying infrastructure
management monitoring,
administration, backup and security

� Interfaces back to the retailer’s
datacentre for monitoring and
management 

� Design, planning and
implementation of the new cloud
based service together with its
integration into the retailer’s
existing IT Services 

� Proposal with an outline strategic
roadmap, policies and guidance for
future Cloud deployments. 

Impressive timescales
Importantly, knowing that in a tough
economic climate there’s no time to
waste when it comes to affecting
change, Capgemini put in place an
accelerated project cycle following the
workshop and scoping process. A
Capgemini team was on site at the
client within four days of receiving
the project request. 

A test environment was designed and
ready for installation by day four, with
the infrastructure architecture/design
completed by day ten. The project
team also commissioned additional
Amazon services to assist with other
development activities whilst at the
client site.

As well as demonstrating
responsiveness to client demands, the
speed of action was indicative of an
effective collaborative effort from both
UK staff and Capgemini’s
Rightshore™ teams in India. In
conjunction with the Cloud Centre of
Excellence based in India the team
worked together to design, configure
and implement the required solution
for the client. 

Highly Adaptive
The effectiveness of the client’s own
marketing for the web launch led to
the site effectively being heavily
utilised on its first day. However, the
highly adaptive, scalable design of the
architecture, together with the on-
demand nature of Amazon Web
Services enabled the site to be
expanded from 2 to 10 web servers
during that same day. In the first week
the site saw over 2 million page reads
from 200,000 unique users.
Endorsing the Capgemini/Amazon
solution, the client’s Global Architect
said “This is the most successful web
launch I have ever been involved with”.

Benefits delivered

� Speed: rapid deployment cycle
enabled the retailer to quickly test
and verify the new applications to
meet tight launch timescales.

� Cost reduction: overall, the costs for
the retailer’s development and
production environment is
significantly less in this Cloud
platform than the previous
combination of internal and
multiple external hosting services.

� Agility: adaptable IT environment
can quickly change in line with
instant business/marketing needs. 

� Scalable: able to meet needs of
planned/unplanned peaks of
marketing activity and then return
to normal volumes dynamically.

� Integrated: seamlessly works with
the clients existing monitoring and
management environment, for
minimal operational process
impact.  

� Extensible: can accommodate
further business requirements and
needs as necessary from the
consolidated Cloud platform.

� Responsiveness: Capgemini was
able to rapidly create additional
test environments, for other
projects, during deployment,
demonstrating the speed enabled
by Cloud technologies.
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